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Goals
• Survey fundamental concepts of study design
• Link characteristics of D&I science to study design
decisions

• Describe situations where non-experimental
designs (including systems modeling) are preferred
over traditional RCT-type designs for important
D&I research questions

The epistemological challenge of D&I Science

Translation research framework

Khoury M J et al. Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev
2011;20:2105-2114

A social-ecological framework for D&I research

Inspired by Glass & McAtee, 2006, SSM

D&I science characteristics & implications
for study design

Glasgow, R. E. & Chambers, D. Clin Transl Sci 2012:5, 48-55

Selecting study designs – function of three
criteria
• What question are you asking?
• What type of evidence do you
need?
• What constraints do you have on
how you will design the study and
collect the data?
• Ethical
• Political
• Budget
• Time

Study design rises out of epistemology
• Epistemology – How we know what we know?
• Fundamental study design characteristics that allow us to connect
observations to inference
 Reliability – consistency and accuracy of measurement
 Internal validity - the extent to which a causal conclusion based on a
study is warranted
 External validity - to what populations, settings, treatment variables,
and measurement variables can an effect be generalized

Internal Validity – Are we sure we
understand what we discovered?

Threats to internal validity, or the ability to make a
causal claim
Threats

Study Design Feature to minimize threat/improve internal validity

Ambiguous
temporality

Can you demonstrate that the exposure occurred before the outcome? Minimized when you
manipulate the exposure or can assess multiple observations over time

Selection

Are the participants systematically different from the target population, comparison group or
those who dropped-out of the study? Use randomization and retention strategies to minimize.

History

Events outside of the study effect outcomes (e.g. policy changes, natural disaster). Select
participants from the same general location, ensure testing schedules are similar across
groups.

Maturation

Subjects change between measurements. Select groups at ~ the same stage of maturation
(e.g. age, time since adoption, experience with organization, etc).

Regression
to the mean

Participants selected based on extreme scores. Randomize a large # of extreme scorers if
criteria is necessary, select participants based on multiple measures

Attrition

Use strategies to reduce differential and high dropout rates & statistical methods to minimize
attrition bias. Underscores the need to build strong partnerships.

Testing

How can testing cause participants to be more sensitive to interventions. Use unobtrusive
testing, similar instruments for all individual or groups.

Instrumentation

Avoid switching instruments during the study, repeat measures over time.

Threats to external validity, or how you might be
wrong in making a generalization
Threats

Responses

Units

Groups of subjects respond differently to the intervention effect.
Document or estimate the representativeness of participants
examine effect across vulnerable sub-groups.

Treatment variations

Level of implementation or dose or timing of intervention
produces variations in treatment effect

Outcomes

Consult with stakeholders prior to study design to anticipate
generalizability over outcomes, measure multiple outcomes

Decay

Measure effects of interventions over a long enough period to
assess any change or decay of effects over time

Contamination/Diffusion

Assess extent to which control or comparison groups received or
gained knowledge about the intervention

Settings (effect modification)

Setting influences intervention effect/effect found in one setting
can’t be generalized to other settings. Conduct studies in single
large sites (e.g. university, hospitals) with multiple sub-settings

Context (mediation)

Aspects of the setting (e.g. leadership, collaboration, etc) influence
the intervention effect. Identify & study mediators over multiple
contexts

McGrath’s 3-horned dilemma

From Luke & Stamatakis, 2012, ARPH

Traditional and non-traditional study designs

Study design categories for D&I research
•
•
•
•
•

Experimental and quasi-experimental
Non-experimental and observational
Qualitative
Computational modeling
Hybrid, mixed-designs

What is a ‘study design?’
• Study designs are recipes that describe how observations are
systematically structured to allow for valid inference
• Study design ingredients include the following:
 Observation unit of analysis
 Levels of:
– Selection/Randomization
– Intervention
– Measurement
 Time (cross-sectional, retrospective, prospective)
 Use of control/comparison group
 Types of data and analyses (only loosely coupled with study design)

Experimental/Quasi-experimental designs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Randomized controlled trial (RCT)
Controlled clinical trial (CCT)
Controlled before-and-after study (CBA)
Practical Clinical Trial (PCT)
Staggered enrollment trial (SET)
Ix: 0 x 0
C: 0 x 0 x 0
Regression-discontinuity design
Pre-post design, ‘natural experiments’
Stepped-wedge design
Interrupted time series (ITS)
 Ix must be introduced at clearly defined point in time
 Need multiple data points b/f and after ix
Adaptive designs
 Dynamic endpoint
 SMART – sequential, multiple assignment randomized trial

Berwick commentary
Berwick argues there is an unhappy tension between “2 great streams of
endeavor with little prospect for merging into a framework for conjoint action:
improving clinical evidence and improving the process of care”. He proposes
resolving this tension with a radical research design position (based in
epistemology), namely, that the randomized clinical trial design—so important
in evidence-based medicine—is not useful for studying health care
improvement in complex social and organizational environments.
Asserting the need for essentially new evaluation methods, …the study of
social change in complex systems requires a wider range of scientific
methodologies, those that can capture change mechanisms within social and
organizational contexts. “…many assessment techniques developed in
engineering and used in quality improvement—i.e., statistical process control,
time series analysis, simulations, and factorial experiments—have more
power to inform about mechanisms and context than do RCTs, as do
ethnography, anthropology, and other qualitative methods”

Landsverk, 2011, quoting Berwick, 2008

Barton commentary
For the last thirty years, empirical social research has been dominated by the
sample survey. But as usually practiced, using random sampling of
individuals, the survey is a sociological meatgrinder, tearing the individual
from his social context and guaranteeing that nobody in the study interacts
with anyone else in it. It is a little like a biologist putting his experimental
animals through a hamburger machine and looking at every hundredth cell
through a microscope; anatomy and physiology get lost, structure and
function disappear, and one is left with cell biology . . . .
If our aim is to understand people’s behavior rather than simply to record it,
we want to know about primary groups, neighborhoods, organizations, social
circles, and communities; about interaction, communication, role
expectations, and social control.

Barton, 1968, quoted in Luke, 2005

When might you choose quasiexperimental designs?
•

When random assignment is not possible
• ethics
• expense
• infeasible because participants won’t accept randomization
• When external validity is very important and:
• intervention takes many forms and levels of quality
• diversity of the population requires multiple adaptations
• intervention is part of a complex, multi-level approach requiring
adaptations
• When control group contamination is likely
• When there are issues with the unit of analysis
• multiple units of analysis
• large unit where there is difficulty achieving adequate numbers
From Lobb, 2014

Non-experimental & computational
modeling designs
• Non-experimental
 Cross-sectional studies
 Case-control studies
 Longitudinal cohorts
 Geographic mapping
 Case studies
 Qualitative designs
• Computational modeling & systems science
 System dynamics
 Network analysis and modeling
 Agent-based modeling

When might you choose nonexperimental designs?
• When there is no possibility of a valid control or comparison group
• When the main interest is in establishing base measurements of
behavior, health status, organizational functioning, etc.
• When the main interest is in hypothesis generation, rather than
hypothesis testing
• When the interest is in exploring important aspects of context and
temporality
• When there is more interest in exploring the mechanisms of change,
than in the simple establishment of whether change occurred or not

Adapted from Lobb, 2014

When might you choose computational
modeling designs?
• When important empirical data are missing are hard to get
• When the interest is in identifying underlying mechanisms that drive
causal relationships
• When the interest is in exploring and understanding system dynamics
 Feedback loops
 Unintended consequences of interventions
 The rich effects on behavior of characteristics of physical and social
contexts (e.g., social networks)
• When it is difficult or impossible to do traditional empirical designs
 When the goal is to explore how multiple interventions/policies
interact in their behavioral effects (that would be impossible to do in
a real-world experimental design)

Complex systems
• Made up of a large number of
•
•

•

heterogeneous elements;
That interact with each other;
Producing an emergent effect
that is different from the
effects of the individual
elements;
And this effect persists over
time and adapts to changing
circumstances

http://www.necsi.edu/visual/systems.html

Economics
Government
regulation
Tobacco
research
Tobacco control
programs
Individual
behavior
Tobacco
industry

Three common methods
• System dynamics


Models and computer simulations used to
understand endogenous sources of
complex system behavior

• Network analysis


The study of relationships and flows among
social actors, including people and
organizations

• Agent-based modeling


Use of computer simulations to examine
how elements of a system behave as a
function of their interactions with each
other and their environment

1 + 16 reasons to do complex systems modeling
• Prediction
• 16 other reasons











Explain
Guide data collection
Illuminate core dynamics
Suggest dynamical analogies
Discover new questions
Promote scientific habit of mind
Bound outcomes to plausible
ranges
Illuminate core uncertainties
Offer crisis options in near-real
time
Demonstrate tradeoffs

From Epstein, J. M., 2008, JASS, Why
Model?

 Challenge robustness of
prevailing theory
 Expose prevailing wisdom as
incompatible with available data
 Train practitioners
 Discipline the policy dialogue
 Educate the public
 Reveal the simple to be complex,
and vice versa

Computational modeling to forecast future effects of TC policies

From Mendez & Warner, 2000, AJPH

SimSmoke – Using systems modeling to examine counterfactuals

Levy D, de Almeida LM, Szklo A (2012) The Brazil SimSmoke Policy Simulation Model: The Effect of Strong Tobacco Control
Policies on Smoking Prevalence and Smoking-Attributable Deaths in a Middle Income Nation. PLoS Med 9(11): e1001336.
doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1001336
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.1001336

Using network analysis to explain patterns of dissemination of evidencebased guidelines

From Luke, et al2013, HEB

Final thoughts and discussion

Evidence Review

Qualitative Methods
Systems Analysis

Randomized Design

Key decision points for D&I study designs
What question am I asking and in what context will it be answered?

What evidence do I need?

Qualitative

Mixed

Quantitative

Can I assign the exposure?
Yes
Random

Experimental

No
Other
characteristic

Quasi-Experimental

Observational
Can you follow people or
collect data over time?

Yes,
Longitudinal

No,
Cross-sectional

Study design tips from a reviewer’s perspective
• Make sure specific aims, study design, and analysis plan are
•

•
•

perfectly aligned
Present rationale for selected study design (pros, cons)
• Start with validity, research question issues
• Also consider discussing feasibility, ethical, time, and
budget issues
Randomization is not a silver bullet
Remember, there is no perfect study design

Audience exercise
• What are some bad reasons to propose or do an
RCT study design?

Audience exercise
• What are bad reasons to propose or do an RCT study
design?
• Some possible answers:
• It’s the only type of study I know how to do
• This is what my advisor taught me to do
• It is the best design to explain why my specific
policy/practice/intervention works.
• It is the gold standard (it is the most scientific, etc.)
• It is what is most likely to get funded

Study design discussion
• What issues of validity did you explicitly consider
•

when designing your MT-DIRC study?
What other issues were most important for
influencing your study design decisions?
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